Romeo And Juliet Act 1 Vocabulary Answers
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Romeo And Juliet Act 1
Vocabulary Answers by online. You might not require more get older to spend to go to the ebook
establishment as with ease as search for them. In some cases, you likewise realize not discover the
proclamation Romeo And Juliet Act 1 Vocabulary Answers that you are looking for. It will
unconditionally squander the time.
However below, when you visit this web page, it will be fittingly categorically simple to acquire as
with ease as download lead Romeo And Juliet Act 1 Vocabulary Answers
It will not say you will many era as we accustom before. You can reach it while be active something
else at home and even in your workplace. consequently easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just
what we find the money for below as competently as review Romeo And Juliet Act 1 Vocabulary
Answers what you considering to read!

A Guide for Using Romeo and Juliet in the
Classroom - Mari Lu Robbins 1997-10
The Crown of Life - George Wilson Knight 2002
This volume is a comprehensive collection of
critical essays on The Taming of the Shrew, and
includes extensive discussions of the play's
various printed versions and its theatrical
productions. Aspinall has included only those
essays that offer the most influential and
controversial arguments surrounding the play.
The issues discussed include gender, authority,
female autonomy and unruliness, courtship and
marriage, language and speech, and
performance and theatricality.
Merchant of Venice - William Shakespeare 1843
Julius Caesar - William Shakespeare 1913
Prince Of Cats - Ronald Wimberly 2016-10-26
PRINCE OF CATS is the B side to Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet, played at an eighties block
party in an NY where underground sword
dueling blossomed alongside hip-hop, punk,
disco, and no wave. Itês the story of the minor
players with Tybalt at the center. The definitive
printing of RONALD WIMBERLY's criticallyacclaimed first work, presented as intended for
the first time.
Grammar Grabbers! - Jack Umstatter 2001-10-08
This practical resource gives language arts and
English teachers a unique collection of over 200
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creative, fun-filled, and ready-to-use activities
that make teaching and learning grammar more
enjoyable for you and your students. All have
been tested with students in grades 4 and up
and are effective as individual group, or wholeclass activities. You'll find the 203 ready-to-use
activities give students the tools they need to
use grammar more effectively in their writing
and make the writing process more enjoyable.
Romeo and Juliet - William Shakespeare 1969
She is only fourteen, he only a few years older.
Their families are bitter enemies, sworn to
hatred. Yet Romeo and Juliet meet and fall
passionately in love. Defying their parents'
wishes, they are secretly married, but their brief
happiness, is shattered by fate.
Romeo and Juliet In Plain and Simple English William Shakespeare 2013-12-09
Romeo and Juliet is one of the greatest plays
ever written--but let's face it..if you don't
understand it, then you are not alone. If you
have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare,
then we can help you out. Our books and apps
have been used and trusted by millions of
students worldwide. Plain and Simple English
books, let you see both the original and the
modern text (modern text is underneath in
italics)--so you can enjoy Shakespeare, but have
help if you get stuck on a passage.
Romeo and Juliet in Urban Slang - 2008
How to Dazzle at Romeo and Juliet - Patrick M.
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Cunningham 2015-12-07
How to Dazzle at Romeo and Juliet contains over
40 photocopiable sheets for use with secondary
school pupils, especially those with special
needs. The book uses word puzzles, crosswords,
quizzes and other fun activities to help pupils
grasp the plot of the play, identify the characters
and understand and appreciate the language
used.
Globe Education Shorter Shakespeare: Romeo
and Juliet - Globe Education 2017-05-08
Exam Board: Non-Specific Level: KS3 Subject:
English First Teaching: September 2015 First
Exam: Summer 2018 Get straight to the heart of
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet; students'
confidence and understanding develop faster as
they explore the plot, themes and Shakespeare's
language, which is supported throughout this
abridged play text from Globe Education. This
title: - Reduces the length of the play by a third,
while preserving the intricacies of the plot,
enabling students to engage with the whole
story in the class time available - Builds
understanding of Shakespeare's language by
providing a detailed glossary alongside the text
for quick and easy reference, plus a range of
language-focused activities - Offers a tried-andtested approach to introducing Shakespeare,
based on Globe Education's shortened 'Playing
Shakespeare' productions that have been seen
and appreciated by over 150,000 students Helps students form their own personal
responses to Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet,
stimulated by stunning photographs from Globe
productions and questions that reflect on
context, characters and themes - Lays the
foundations for GCSE success by including
activities that target the skills needed for the
assessment objectives Free teacher support
Shorter Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet is
supported by free online teaching resources for
each scene: - Teaching notes with guidance on
how to approach the scene - Practical group
activities to use in the classroom - Questions on
language, context, themes, character and
performance - Web links to extra resources
including photographs from Globe productions,
interviews with actors and contextual
information This title is also accompanied by 10
video clips from Globe Education's shortened
'Playing Shakespeare' production of Romeo and
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Juliet.
Merriam-Webster's Vocabulary Builder - Mary
W. Cornog 1998
The ideal book for people who want to increase
their word power. Thorough coverage of 1,200
words and 240 roots while introducing 2,300
words. The Vocabulary Builder is organized by
Greek and Latin roots for effective study with
nearly 250 new words and roots. Includes
quizzes after each root discussion to test
progress. A great study aid for students
preparing to take standardized tests.
Romeo & Juliet - Literature Kit Gr. 7-8 - Nat
Reed 2008-09-01
Become swept up in a tale of love, feuds and
tragedy. Before and after reading questions and
activities are designed to help guide student
comprehension as they read the novel. Identify
the central problem of this play. Defend or
refute statements about the play by using
evidence from the text. Find an example of
hyperbole in Romeo's soliloquy. Get a handle on
the difficult vocabulary by finding their
synonyms based on their context. Identify the
use of alliteration within Romeo and Mercutio's
conversation. Answer true or false questions
concerning the Capulet's plans to have Juliet
marry Paris. Compare the feud between the
Capulets and Montagues with another famous
feud from history. Aligned to your State
Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy,
additional crossword, word search,
comprehension quiz and answer key are also
included. About the Novel: William
Shakespeare’s timeless tragic tale of two
doomed young lovers caught between feuding
families. The two young people fall in love and
are secretly married. When Romeo kills Juliet’s
kinsmen in a duel, he is banished and forced to
live in exile. Distraught, Juliet formulates a plan
to bring Romeo back by drinking a substance
that renders her into a death-like state for
several hours. Her family—assuming she is
dead—lays Juliet to rest in the family vault.
Romeo, also believing Juliet is dead, drinks
poison and dies. Juliet recovers, sees Romeo
dead beside her, and stabs herself to death. Both
the Capulet and Montague families arrive at the
tomb and are devastated; however, as a result of
the tragedy they reconcile.
Defining Twilight: Vocabulary Workbook for
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Unlocking the SAT, ACT, GED, and SSAT Brian Leaf 2009-07-01
Can you resist the allure of Edward’s myriad
charms—his ocher eyes and tousled hair, the
cadence of his speech, his chiseled alabaster
skin, and his gratuitous charm? Will you hunt
surreptitiously and tolerate the ceaselessdeluge
in Forks to evade the sun and uphold the facade?
Join Edward and Bella as you learn more than
600 vocabulary words to improve your score on
the *SAT, ACT®, GED®, and SSAT® exams!
Use this workbook side-by-side with your own
copy of Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight! Each
chapter of the workbook gives you eight words
taken from Twilight, with page references for
you to read the words in the context of your
favorite novel Define the words on your own
before turning back to the workbook for their
actual definitions At the end of each section
you’ll take SAT, ACT, GED, and SSAT drills and
quizzes to review and integrate what you’ve
learned Plus, you’ll learn synonyms, Latin word
parts, and memorization tools throughout the
workbook
Romeo and Juliet - Aidan Coleman 2008
"An abridged version of William Shakespeare's
play, Romeo & Juliet, with discussion questions,
history and language points as teaching guide."-Provided by publisher.
Romeo and Julius [Ceaser] - William
Shakespeare 2008-01-01
All groups / Areas / Drama / 8m, 5f / Running
time: 2 hours His first new play in 400 years!
This tale of forbidden love and political intrigue
fuses the texts of Shakespeare's two well-known
tragedies into a new classic with unexpected
plot twists. A young boy falls in love with the
Roman Emperor, and all hell breaks loose.
Controversy reigns in ancient Rome when a
popular openly-gay politician takes as his lover
the son of a homophobic arch-rival. Hate begets
hate as a very public bashing/assassination leads
to civil war and murder-suicide. Romeo and
Julius Caesar intertwines two of Shakespeare's
best known plays in an original work, which
casts new perspective on the original texts, and
a new light on our own modern problems. The
first play offered in a new series of
collaborations between Jeff Goode and
Shakespeare.
This Is Shakespeare - Emma Smith 2020-03-31
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An electrifying new study that investigates the
challenges of the Bard’s inconsistencies and
flaws, and focuses on revealing—not
resolving—the ambiguities of the plays and their
changing topicality A genius and prophet whose
timeless works encapsulate the human condition
like no other. A writer who surpassed his
contemporaries in vision, originality, and literary
mastery. A man who wrote like an angel, putting
it all so much better than anyone else. Is this
Shakespeare? Well, sort of. But it doesn’t tell us
the whole truth. So much of what we say about
Shakespeare is either not true, or just not
relevant. In This Is Shakespeare, Emma
Smith—an intellectually, theatrically, and
ethically exciting writer—takes us into a world of
politicking and copycatting, as we watch
Shakespeare emulating the blockbusters of
Christopher Marlowe and Thomas Kyd (the
Spielberg and Tarantino of their day), flirting
with and skirting around the cutthroat issues of
succession politics, religious upheaval, and
technological change. Smith writes in strikingly
modern ways about individual agency, privacy,
politics, celebrity, and sex. Instead of offering
the answers, the Shakespeare she reveals poses
awkward questions, always inviting the reader to
ponder ambiguities.
Romeo and Juliet Study Guide CD Saddleback Educational Publishing 2011-01-01
Timeless Shakespeare-designed for the
struggling reader and adapted to retain the
integrity of the original play. These classic plays
retold will grab a student's attention from the
first page. Presented in traditional play script
format, each title features simplified language,
easy-to-read type, and strict adherence to the
tone and integrity of the original. Thirty-five
reproducible activities per guide reinforce basic
reading and comprehension skills while teaching
high-order critical thinking. Also included are
teaching suggestions, background notes,
summaries, and answer keys. The guide is digital
and only available on CD-ROM; simply print the
activities you need for each lesson.
A Guide for Using Romeo and Juliet in the
Classroom, Based on the Novel Written by
William Shakespeare - Mari Lu Robbins 2001
Romeo and Juliet Study Guide - Saddleback
Educational Publishing 2011-01-01
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Timeless Shakespeare-designed for the
struggling reader and adapted to retain the
integrity of the original play. These classic plays
retold will grab a student's attention from the
first page. Presented in traditional play script
format, each title features simplified language,
easy-to-read type, and strict adherence to the
tone and integrity of the original. Thirty-five
reproducible activities per guide reinforce basic
reading and comprehension skills while teaching
high-order critical thinking. Also included are
teaching suggestions, background notes,
summaries, and answer keys. The guide is
digital; simply print the activities you need for
each lesson.
Long Way Down - Jason Reynolds 2017-10-24
“An intense snapshot of the chain reaction
caused by pulling a trigger.” —Booklist (starred
review) “Astonishing.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred
review) “A tour de force.” —Publishers Weekly
(starred review) A Newbery Honor Book A
Coretta Scott King Honor Book A Printz Honor
Book A Time Best YA Book of All Time (2021) A
Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner for Young
Adult Literature Longlisted for the National
Book Award for Young People’s Literature
Winner of the Walter Dean Myers Award An
Edgar Award Winner for Best Young Adult
Fiction Parents’ Choice Gold Award Winner An
Entertainment Weekly Best YA Book of 2017 A
Vulture Best YA Book of 2017 A Buzzfeed Best
YA Book of 2017 An ode to Put the Damn Guns
Down, this is New York Times bestselling author
Jason Reynolds’s electrifying novel that takes
place in sixty potent seconds—the time it takes a
kid to decide whether or not he’s going to
murder the guy who killed his brother. A
cannon. A strap. A piece. A biscuit. A burner. A
heater. A chopper. A gat. A hammer A tool for
RULE Or, you can call it a gun. That’s what
fifteen-year-old Will has shoved in the back
waistband of his jeans. See, his brother Shawn
was just murdered. And Will knows the rules. No
crying. No snitching. Revenge. That’s where
Will’s now heading, with that gun shoved in the
back waistband of his jeans, the gun that was his
brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator, seventh
floor, stoked. He knows who he’s after. Or does
he? As the elevator stops on the sixth floor, on
comes Buck. Buck, Will finds out, is who gave
Shawn the gun before Will took the gun. Buck
romeo-and-juliet-act-1-vocabulary-answers

tells Will to check that the gun is even loaded.
And that’s when Will sees that one bullet is
missing. And the only one who could have fired
Shawn’s gun was Shawn. Huh. Will didn’t know
that Shawn had ever actually USED his gun.
Bigger huh. BUCK IS DEAD. But Buck’s in the
elevator? Just as Will’s trying to think this
through, the door to the next floor opens. A
teenage girl gets on, waves away the smoke
from Dead Buck’s cigarette. Will doesn’t know
her, but she knew him. Knew. When they were
eight. And stray bullets had cut through the
playground, and Will had tried to cover her, but
she was hit anyway, and so what she wants to
know, on that fifth floor elevator stop, is, what if
Will, Will with the gun shoved in the back
waistband of his jeans, MISSES. And so it goes,
the whole long way down, as the elevator stops
on each floor, and at each stop someone
connected to his brother gets on to give Will a
piece to a bigger story than the one he thinks he
knows. A story that might never know an
END…if Will gets off that elevator. Told in short,
fierce staccato narrative verse, Long Way Down
is a fast and furious, dazzlingly brilliant look at
teenage gun violence, as could only be told by
Jason Reynolds.
The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet - 1997
Fences - August Wilson 2019-08-06
From legendary playwright August Wilson comes
the powerful, stunning dramatic bestseller that
won him critical acclaim, including the Tony
Award for Best Play and the Pulitzer Prize. Troy
Maxson is a strong man, a hard man. He has had
to be to survive. Troy Maxson has gone through
life in an America where to be proud and black is
to face pressures that could crush a man, body
and soul. But the 1950s are yielding to the new
spirit of liberation in the 1960s, a spirit that is
changing the world Troy Maxson has learned to
deal with the only way he can, a spirit that is
making him a stranger, angry and afraid, in a
world he never knew and to a wife and son he
understands less and less. This is a modern
classic, a book that deals with the impossibly
difficult themes of race in America, set during
the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 60s.
Now an Academy Award-winning film directed
by and starring Denzel Washington, along with
Academy Award and Golden Globe winner Viola
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Davis.
Inherit the Wind - Jerome Lawrence
2016-09-21
A classic work of American theatre, based on the
Scopes Monkey Trial of 1925, which pitted
Clarence Darrow against William Jennings Bryan
in defense of a schoolteacher accused of
teaching the theory of evolution The accused
was a slight, frightened man who had
deliberately broken the law. His trial was a
Roman circus. The chief gladiators were two
great legal giants of the century. Like two bull
elephants locked in mortal combat, they
bellowed and roared imprecations and abuse.
The spectators sat uneasily in the sweltering
heat with murder in their hearts, barely able to
restrain themselves. At stake was the freedom of
every American. One of the most moving and
meaningful plays of our generation. Praise for
Inherit the Wind "A tidal wave of a
drama."—New York World-Telegram And Sun
“Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee were
classic Broadway scribes who knew how to
crank out serious plays for thinking Americans. .
. . Inherit the Wind is a perpetually prescient
courtroom battle over the legality of teaching
evolution. . . . We’re still arguing this case–all
the way to the White House.”—Chicago Tribune
“Powerful . . . a crackling good courtroom play . .
. [that] provides two of the juiciest roles in
American theater.”—Copley News Service
“[This] historical drama . . . deserves
respect.”—The Columbus Dispatch
English Language Arts, Grade 9 Module 1 PCG Education 2015-11-05
Paths to College and Career Jossey-Bass and
PCG Education are proud to bring the Paths to
College and Career English Language Arts (ELA)
curriculum and professional development
resources for grades 6–12 to educators across
the country. Originally developed for EngageNY
and written with a focus on the shifts in
instructional practice and student experiences
the standards require, Paths to College and
Career includes daily lesson plans, guiding
questions, recommended texts, scaffolding
strategies and other classroom resources. Paths
to College and Career is a concrete and practical
ELA instructional program that engages
students with compelling and complex texts. At
each grade level, Paths to College and Career
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delivers a yearlong curriculum that develops all
students' ability to read closely and engage in
text-based discussions, build evidence-based
claims and arguments, conduct research and
write from sources, and expand their academic
vocabulary. Paths to College and Career's
instructional resources address the needs of all
learners, including students with disabilities,
English language learners, and gifted and
talented students. This enhanced curriculum
provides teachers with freshly designed Teacher
Guides that make the curriculum more
accessible and flexible, a Teacher Resource Book
for each module that includes all of the materials
educators need to manage instruction, and
Student Journals that give students learning
tools for each module and a single place to
organize and document their learning. As the
creators of the Paths ELA curriculum for grades
6–12, PCG Education provides a professional
learning program that ensures the success of the
curriculum. The program includes: Nationally
recognized professional development from an
organization that has been immersed in the new
standards since their inception. Blended
learning experiences for teachers and leaders
that enrich and extend the learning. A train-thetrainer program that builds capacity and
provides resources and individual support for
embedded leaders and coaches. Paths offers
schools and districts a unique approach to
ensuring college and career readiness for all
students, providing state-of-the-art curriculum
and state-of-the-art implementation.
The language of literature - McDougal, Littell
2000
LaserLinks videodisc: Side A (30 min.) contains
visual support for the selections and a
storyteller's interpretation of one of the
selections. Side B (30 min.) contains the writing
springboards and the unit introductions. Use
with teacher's sourcebook.
Super Minds Level 5 Teacher's Book - Melanie
Williams 2013-06-06
An exciting, seven-level course that enhances
young learners' thinking skills, sharpening their
memory while improving their language skills.
Written by a highly experienced author team,
Super Minds enhances your students' thinking
skills, improving their memory along with their
language skills. For ease of use, this Level 5
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Teacher's Book includes detailed lesson aims,
clear instructions and a vast array of extra
activities. Class Audio CDs, including audio from
the Student's Book and Workbook, are sold
separately.
Name That Movie! A Painless Vocabulary
Builder Romantic Comedy & Drama Edition
- Brian Leaf 2010-11-11
The most entertaining way to master vocabulary
for the SAT, ACT, GED, and GRE exams Do you
need to brush up on your vocabulary skills for
the SAT, ACT, GED, or GRE exam? Ever wish
you could put your talent for quoting your
favorite movies to more use than one-upping
your friends? Now you can do both with Name
That Movie! A Painless Vocabulary Builder:
Romantic Comedy & Drama Edition. Name That
Movie! is the only vocabulary workbook that
capitalizes on your insatiable appetite for
romantic comedies and dramas to help build
your vocabulary for standardized tests. First,
you'll be presented with a popular quote. Then
you'll identify the movie and scene from which it
was taken. Next, you'll jot down possible
definitions for each bolded word in the quote
and check your answers against the solutions
provided. It's that easy! 1000 cumulative
vocabulary words, including synonyms Quotes
taken from popular romantic comedies and
dramas Other titles by Leaf: Defining Twilight,
Defining New Moon, Defining Eclipse, and
Defining Breaking Dawn Whether you're the
queen of quoting Mean Girls or just want to find
a more exciting way to build your vocabulary
skills, Name That Movie! A Painless Vocabulary
Builder: Romantic Comedy & Drama Edition is
for you!
TX Ate Eol 2000 G 9 - Holt Rinehart & Winston
2000
Six Complete World Plays and a History of World
Drama - Marcus Konick 1963
Hamlet. King Lear - Robert Deverell 1816
Check Your English Vocabulary for Human
Resources - Rawdon Wyatt 2009-01-01
This workbook provides exercises to help teach
and build English vocabulary. It has been
written both for students who are studying
towards professional exams, and for those who
romeo-and-juliet-act-1-vocabulary-answers

want to improve their related communication
skills. The material covers general and topicspecific vocabulary, as well as grammar and use
of English, comprehension, pronunciation and
spelling.
Defining New Moon: Vocabulary Workbook
for Unlocking the SAT, ACT, GED, and SSAT
- Brian Leaf 2010-05-06
"Brian Leaf has done it again! Just as Defining
Twilight did, Defining New Moon continues to
help students improve their vocabulary while
reading Stephenie Meyer's New Moon." —Peter
Facinelli (Dr. Carlisle Cullen in the Twilight saga
movies) Why is Bella desolate and haggard? Will
Jacob win her over with his infectious affability?
Can Edward dare to flout the rules and summon
the belligerent ire of the Volturi? State your
allegiance: Team Edward or Team Jacob? Join
Bella, Jacob, and Edward as you learn more than
600 vocabulary words for the *SAT, ACT, GED,
and SSAT! With hundreds of new vocabulary
words, this book can be used completely on its
own or as a follow-up to Defining Twilight. Use
this workbook side-by-side with your own copy of
Stephenie Meyer's New Moon! Each chapter of
the workbook gives you eight words taken from
New Moon, with page references for you to read
the words in the context of your favorite novel
Define the words on your own before turning
back to the workbook for their actual definitions
Take SAT, ACT, GED, and SSAT drills and
quizzes to review and integrate what you've
learned Plus, you'll learn synonyms, Latin word
parts, and memorization tools throughout the
workbook
The Complete Guide to Shakespeare's Best
Play - Aileen M. Carroll 2000
Ideal as a year-long program or for selective
units. This packed volume takes an intense look
at Romeo and Juliet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth,
Hamlet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and The
Tempest. Each of the 40 lessons opens up the
world of Shakespeare, his words, and his
characters. Extensive teacher support includes
assessments, historical background and
language study, synopses, and suggestions for
engaging hard-to-reach learners.
Romeo and Juliet (Norton Critical Editions) William Shakespeare 2016-10-15
This much-anticipated Norton Critical Edition of
Shakespeare’s best-known play is based on the
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Second Quarto, widely agreed to be the most
authoritative early text. By carefully selecting
extracts from sources, scholars, and
scriptwriters, Gordon McMullan tells a series of
stories about Romeo and Juliet, globally and
from their legend's origins to the present day.
The Norton Critical Edition includes: ·
Introductory materials and explanatory
annotations by Gordon McMullan as well as
numerous images. · Sources and early rewritings
by Luigi Da Porto, Matteo Bandello, Pierre
Boaistuau, Kareen Seidler, and Thomas Otway,
among others. · Critical readings and later
rewritings spanning four centuries and including
those by Stanley Wells, Wendy Wall, Dympna C.
Callaghan, Jill L. Levenson, Nia?h Cusack, David
Tennant, and Courtney Lehmann. · A Selected
Bibliography.
Listening 2 Teacher's Book - Adrian Doff
1994-10-20
Develops advanced learners' listening skills
through a variety of authentic recordings.
A Christmas Carol Study Guide - Saddleback
Educational Publishing 2008-09-01
These literary masterpieces are made easy and
interesting. This series features classic tales
retold with color illustrations to introduce
literature to struggling readers. Each 64-page
book retains key phrases and quotations from
the original classics. Containing 11 reproducible
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exercises to maximize vocabulary development
and comprehension skills, these guides include
pre- and post- reading activities, story synopses,
key vocabulary, and answer keys. The guides are
digital, you simply print the activities you need
for each lesson.
Answers to Progressive 'Romeo and Juliet' Terry Morgan
Super Minds American English Level 5
Teacher's Book - Melanie Williams 2013-09-05
Super Minds American English is a seven-level
course for young learners. Written by a highly
experienced author team, Super Minds enhances
your students' thinking skills, improving their
memory along with their language skills. For
ease of use, this Level 5 Teacher's Book includes
detailed lesson aims, clear instructions, and a
vast array of extra activities. Class Audio CDs,
including audio from the Student's Book and
Workbook, are sold separately.
All's Well That Ends Well Annotated - William
Shakespeare 2020-12-25
All's Well That Ends Well is a play by William
Shakespeare, published in the First Folio in
1623, where it is listed among the comedies.
There is a debate regarding the dating of the
composition of the play, with possible dates
ranging from 1598 to 1608
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